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A3STRA 

In the accepted t h - - r y of a ncnre la t i v is t i e par t i c le i n an 
external f i e l d , as well as in the Dirac equation, the canonical irorccntum 
p plays a strangely elusive rôle : contrary to the posit ion q , i t has 
no physical in te rpre ta t ion , ye t i t is a Be.Tber of the algebra o f observa? 
bles ; nor does i t have a wel l -def ined meaning as a t ranslat ion generator. 
This paper proposes an observation procedure for p which enta i ls a_def i -
n i te choice for the vector potential A ! .-he radiat ion gauge Ç« A ' s O 

The canonical momentum, so defined operat ional ly , is shown " 
to be the inage of the generator of space t rans la t ions , in the sense of 
presymatry , as the position q is_the image of the generator of Gal i le ' . 
boosts in nor . re lat iv ist ic theories. 



I - STf.TC.«Ff.T OF Tig PWiUEK 

There is general agreement that the addition of the gradient 
to the electrc.7a5r.etic vector potential A has no effect on any obser
vable prediction of the theory. It is also usually asserted that the 
accepted quantum theory of a nonrelativistie particle in an external 
magnetic field satisfies this postulate ; in the usual language, that 
this theory is gauge invariant. In what follows, this belief wiU be ' 
questioned. 

The simplest form in which the assertion can be put is that 
in which the vector potential is eliminated from the definition of the 
theory at the outset : since, with the usual Hamiltonian, 

H -(%»>)( f-e-d) } (1.1) 

ty q is found to be 

$"(!'•*.) (f-*X), (1-2) 

the velocity q is found to be 

the Hamiltonian can be written 

and the commutation relations are found to be 

where g is the magnetic field. It seems that the equations (3) and 
(1) define a theory from which the vector potential has completely 
disappeared. But what does the theory say about the canonical momentum 
p Î The only statement is the existence of a family of self-adjoint 
operators \pjl * h a t satisfy the canonical commutation relations with q 
and the relation 

(1.44 
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where A is a particular solution of 

tur l A » fl . (1.6) 

e.g. with the gauge condition 

div A 0 • 0 . (1.7) 
• * - # • 

and 3 (q) is any differentiable function of q . 

I t is natural to assume that the canonical momentum p is 
an observable, i .e. that i t is the mathematical image of a well-defined 
observation procedure, just as the position operator q is the mathema
tical image of a set of procedures that use microscopes or telescopes, 
etc. If p i is this distinguished member of the family [Po l > 
EQ. (1.5) contradicts the assertion of gauge Invariance. The 
observations of the expectation values of q and of AQ(q) do not 
uniquely determine the expectation value of the canonical momentum. 

(l.BJ 

I I - THREE HAYS OUT OF THE PARADOX 

Before discussing the possible solutions of the problem, 
i t is convenient to eliminate some ambiguity. In discussions of gauge 
invariance, frequently reference is made to the non-uniqueness of 
the (irreducible) representation of the canonical commutation relations 
(C.C.R.). I t is well known that, riven six self-adjoint operators 
q j , Pj that satisfy C.C.R.janother representation is 
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To avoid confusion, we will therefore use only the abstract algebra of 
observables, and interpret all formulas in this manner. The fact that 
the (irreducible) representation of the C.C.R. (in the Heyl form) is unique 
up to a unitary transformation is.reassuring but irrelevant for our 
purpose. 

Another remark concerns the meaning of the term "observable". 
Primarily, these «re self-adjoint operators (or more abstractly, elements 
of a set ££ ) which are mathematical images of (equivalence classes of) 
observation procedures. It is usually assumed that observables are the 
self-adjoint ele'oents of a star-algebra tl , and, by a pardonable 
abuse of language, one calls not only all elements of "it observables 
but also those associated with it (e.g. the unbounded operators associated 
with a von Neumann algebra <•? ). Only few observables have a known 
physical interpretation, (the classical example for this lack 1s the sum 
p+q of momentum and position) but i t must be assumed, for the sake of 
causality of the theory ( l ) , that all self-adjoint elements of the 

- algebra of observables are images of existing, even though yet unknown, 
operational procedures. To put i t more cautiously, the theory, to be 
causal, must deny the existence of a physical principle that forbids such 
observation procedures '*', As a shorthand, we will use "observable" for 
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all self-adjoint elements of the algebra ~Ot and those associated 
with 1t. 

There seem- to be three possibilities for avoiding the 
paradox : . 

1) p 1s not sn observable. This view Is supported by the 
absence in the literature of any well-defined procedure for measuring 
the canonical momentum, in the presence of a magnetic field. 

2) All elements p„ of the family ^ p y? (Eq. l.b) are 
observables, but there is no distinguished element that deserves to be 
called "the canonical momentum". 

- * • f • * « 

3) There \s_ a distinguished element p of the family £ p9l , 
on grounds of space-time «variance considerations. Its operational 
counterpart (the procedure) not only has a postulated existence, but can 
and will be exhibited. Consequently; there exists also a distinguished 
vector potential A so that, contrary to the usual view, the vector 
potential is observable. 

The objections against (1) are : 
i 

(la) By Eq.{1.5), and assuming, (obviously) that q and "q are obser
vables, each p„ is in the algebra generated by these observables, 
hence an observable, according to the usual.assumption that the observa
bles form an algebra. Breaking with this lat ter assumption is particular
ly difficult in the present case. By Eq.(1.5) and assumption 1, the ex
pectation values <p,-> with rscpect to all states fr can be 
rcsasured. While i t is not inconceivable that expectation values can be 
determined but that there cannot, in principle, exist a direct observa
tion procedure for an element, i t is a weird idea. 

-s* -» 
(lb) Both p and q ire mathematical images of the generators of 
canonical one-parameter Subgroup of the Galilei group. If one believes 
that space-time considerations are primary to the structure of physics, 
the two should be on the same footing. 

(2a) The same as (lb). 
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(2b) The suggestion 1s not very attractive as long as the family o f . 
procedures of which [?b\ *re images., is not known. 

Possibility 3 1s unpleasant because I t allows the pr iv i 
leged vector potential to be measured. Nevertheless, this possibility 
wil l be explored in the next section. 

I l l -THE OBSERVATION PROCEOURE FOR THE CANONICAL MOMENTUM 

I f the interaction is of the potential type (H - H + V (q ) ) , 
the momentum measurement can ideally be performed by f i rst switching 
off the potential, or shielding the experimental space from i t , and 
then letting the particle be absorbed by a ball istic pendulum or equi
valent device. The switching-off is indispensable. 

I propose to extend this instruction to the observer to 
the case where a magnetic f ield interacts with a charged particle, 
and use the result as an observation of the canonical momentum. 

During the short switch-off period (0,7" ) , an electric field 
E ' 1s induced, 'according to 

curl E - -8 « - curl A , (3.1) 
-> 

Assume that B vanishes at Inf ini ty, and assume (as a convention) also 
that A(o^) « 0. Then with the radiation gauge div A • 0 , B(T) • 0 
Implies A ( r ) = 0 everywhere. Since the curl anu the divergence define . 
a unique f ie ld , we have also, for the radiation gauge,2nd with div E • 0 , 

E - -A . (3.2) 

Hence. 

-4 ~* 
AW -u- =-« A +t£ Or" * 3 ] < 3- 3 ) 

and 

Since both >? and B remain bounded during the switch-off tiire ( 0 , ^ ) , 
the integral in Eq. (3.4) can be omitted for an idealized sudden switch-off. 
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Therefore. 

Hence, a measurement of the momentum y»%tr (?) of the now-free 
particle determines the canonical momentum before the switch-off. 

This choice for the procedure (and for the gauge) has covariance 
properties that seem i n t u i t i v e l y / * o f space-translations : ft 
behaves ltke a vector under rotations, i t is invariant under space-
translations and its components commute. The measured value f**V (T) 
increases by rm <$• If the measuring apparatus is "boosted" by 
a velocity iv? , and finally the result coincides with the (tlma-
invariant) kinetic momentum of a free particle in the limit of vanish
ing magnetic field. 

I s the canonical momentum, defined by the procedure 
for R. given in Section III, unique, or could a (conjectured) 
procedure for «^ such that 

foi, fnl- 0; Cft, fY,] = S&M ; (4.2) 
o r a l l y ctfir.e an acceptable canonical momentum'? I f the 
only requirement for ~p i s the s a t i s f a c t i o n of C.C.R. 
with a oivor. observable if . the ansv/er i s a f f irmat ive . To 
the car.vcr.tior.al view on'symmetry, an external f i e l d breaks,. 
in general , a l l symmetries and deprives the momentum o£ any • 
space-time gec-.atric -eanir.g. Indeed, in t h i s case , one 
cannot even cons i s tent ly define automorphisms of the algebra 
of observables induced by space-time not ions , much l e s s 
in f in i tes imal generators of subgroups. 

The i n t u i t i v e f ee l ing that p re ta ins even then something 
of i t s space-time-i.nduced nature, i s made prec i se by 
presymmetrv [2.^. 
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In this theory, the observation procedures form an 
algebra ff , and to each Hamilton!an H corresponds a morphism 
§ H • &_^ tt. of Ô" onto the algebra tX, of observables. 
The Galilei group G of space-time motions (automorphisms) of physical 
space-time'.V^ induces automorphisms V in Ù" . These automorphisms 
will induce corresponding automorphisms of "Cc only if they are 
compatible with $ , and this is the case of free systems (without 
external forces). For each instant t , there exists a canonical sub-
algebra ££ t C-Q~ w i th the two properties : 

CO $tc i s s tab le under the automorphisms V„ induced 
by the derivat ive subgroup fij, of the G a l i l e i g r u p (the 
*?-dimensional Liegroup obtained by or.itt ing the t i n e -
translatioi-.s from G). G£ i s the product of one-part i c l e 
algebras Gjj c e . Each 0"ii& i s an elesier.tsrv algebra, i . e . the 
group of automorphisms £ . lecves only sca lars i n ' £ f i x e d . 
(2) Each moÉphisro Xti naps each G£ isomorphicolly onto Jl> 

The powerful technical nachinery of the '..'igner-Bargrcann 
theory ( 3 ) , ( 4 ) , (5) of group representat ions car. be applied 
t o obtain the images of in f in i t e s imal generators of the Lc<> 
groupbintf . , and, in part icular , the confutation r e l a t i o n s 
between the itaaoes of • and HÇ of the t rans la t ion and boost 
generators, r e s p e c t i v e l y . Because of the- property (2) above. 
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these relations rcs-sln true for tl-.ej? images *•'<* f <n9 -c '}, * , 

respectively. Thù:., the persistence of the t.C.li. In 

presenca of external fields, inexplicable by ordinary symmetry 

theory, cin be understood. 

From this viewpoint, the properties of the procedure 

for observing * that were called reasonable on irtuitive 

grounds at the- end of Sect, T T T be:one strict requirements 

•for the procedure P described in Section JTi, such tha t 

£p= 1>& for all naps * f; . 'hey are trivial ccnscauoncos of 

the map of &^ into the group of automorphisms of the alçobra QZ, . 

•There is only a slight difference frosi th-» case of the 

•full Ralilci group G . The last property results from th' 

consideration of the full Galilei group (4),$ which is the 

gro»p of autoaorphimas induced by the froe morphism * HB • 

Tt is this last property that ins ui s the uniqueness 

of the procedure fort , for an addition of any function of o 

vculd destroy its time-constancy In the case of a free 

system. Tt was nçcessa-y to take this long detour through 

presymmetry to show that the procedure ? of which 4>9 is 

the ir.iiç.ï, is universal, and co.. therefore be tested for 

its transformation properties under the full lalllei group fi. 

Earlier, incomplete versions of this argu .usent have been 

rightly criticised '..y Jo.(LC£1/ A (I), 

V. Remarks on the rolativistlc theory. 

In the nonrelativistic case, the conventional -view is 

at least oragnatically adequate, because it allows to predict 

the Huisi.-r.berq observables s and fi at all tiroes, and at 

each instant jt" these observables (and spin) generate the 

fchola alccbra. Tor the nirac particle, a physical interpre-
-* 

tat.'.t/i of -* is imoerative ever, frorc a pracmatic viewpoint, 
' "^ y-* -** 1 

because the veloc-ïty is the matrix operator cc , and (ffj°* J 

to.;uther co .-.ot çcr.erûto the algebra. Fortunately, in most 

calculations the -r.cçr.etic field vanishes at infinity, and 

interest isconetr.trated en asymptotic time periods. In this 

case, the naivo physical interpretation of the observable fl 

is sufficient ifthe vector potential/4 is assumed to vanish 

at infinity. 

In the theory of relativistic particle fields in a 

given external field, t,:o problem of physical interpretation 

can also bo circumvented if onecor.siders only, the S-cperator. 
This latter is proved to be gauge invariant (7jwith the 
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additior.al assumption that the vector potential ha: a 
compact support in spacc-tice. This is rather drastic 
because it exclues analytic vector potentials. 

The fully quantised theory, in particular QEV 
avoids difficulties arising froia gauges in the physical 
interpretation, if only gauge invariant operators are 
considered as.observables [§) • There remains the question 
as to whether the physically possible observations con be 
fittd into this gauge invariant class. 
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